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Having enjoyed the opportunity to experience
two very different projects completed by the

Ancona-based design team of FM- Architettura di
Interni in the last year–namely the 208’ (63.5m)
Benetti FB 264 and the suites at London’s
landmark Shangri-La Hotel at The Shard–we

simply couldn’t resist sharing the inspiring work of
Francesca Muzio, Maria Silvia Orlandini and their
exceptionally talented and dedicated studio.

I Am
My Home

FM ARCHITETTURA DI INTERNI

INVICTVS



includes almost a decade at CRN and Custom Line in
the Ferretti-Group. Joining in 2001 she undertook
the role of Creative Director of Interior Design De-
partment, managing the design and construction of
a remarkable 112 superyachts. During this time she
developed close working relationships with high pro-
file owners, specialist suppliers, craftsmen and arti-
sans worldwide. And it’s not difficult to understand
why the studio possesses such a delicate under-
standing of cultural nuances either, when one con-
siders Francesca has managed projects in Italy,
France, Russia, Greece, Bahrein, Turkey and Philip-
pines. Also listed on Francesca’s extraordinary ré-
sumé is time she spent working in collaboration with
Renzo Piano Building Workshop, Atelier Chaix et
Morel et Rudy Ricciotti creating residential and com-
mercial design projects worldwide.
When we suggest most studio have a particular style
it is noted for, Francesca’s business partner Maria Sil-
via Orlandini quickly replies. “Not at all. Modern, tra-
ditional, minimalist, or baroque; each style has its
strength and its unique features. Also we know how

Shangri-La Hotel at the Shard, London–where they
designed the impressive suites¬–they disclosed
that the studio puts much of its success in the resi-
dential and hospitality sectors down to the unique
ability and experiences they acquired during work on
super yacht projects: “the attention paid to details,
optimization of space functionalities and enhanced
sensibility for custom-made projects.”
“In FM we choose not to adopt a style, which is rec-
ognizable as our ‘signature’,” Francesca Muzio tells
us. “We believe that the meaning of our work is giv-
ing birth not to our idea of beauty, but to that of the
owner, to make real their intimate and personal
dreams.
Everything we make comes from the Owner’s de-
sires and is made for the Owner. Their preferences
and style are the foundations upon which we create
architectural and design solutions. And those are ab-
solutely exclusive and personalized. The experience
gained internationally in the luxury interior design
field is always serving the purpose of meeting spe-
cific customer’s expectations.”
Francesca’s 15-years experience in interior design
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Having seven yacht interior projects
in their portfolio, with prestigious
shipyards that include Lürssen,

Benetti, Abeking & Rasmussen and Codecasa, plus a
whole host of high-end residential and suites for cel-
ebrated hospitality brands, FM- Architettura di In-
terni is an interior design studio that is spreading its
unique approach globally. Combining architect
Francesca Muzio’s high design capabilities and archi-
tectural experiences with Maria Silvia Orlandini’s
renowned family tradition and know-how in the field
of Italian design, the principles behind the team man-
age their studio as an Italian Atelier. Operating on a
worldwide stage, their relationship to each project
and individual is highly client-driven, translating their
desires with a blend of Italian style, cosmopolitan
characteristics and local influences.
From mega yachts to luxury residences, residential
complexes and prestigious cruise vessels, there
aren’t many places where FM-Architettura d’Interni
have not reached out and truly touched people.
While speaking to them during our recent stay at the

H
Creating a union between the interior shapes and the sea was a primary goal achieved on Benetti’s FB 264
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to enhance these styles by cooperating with exclu-
sive artisans and selected suppliers around the world.
The dreams belong to our clients, making those
dreams come true is our mission.” Maria developed
her creativity and talent alongside her family, who
have a very long tradition in Italian Design and crafts-
manship. Her family’s furnishing brand¬–Cantori, es-
tablished in 1976–has, since its origins, built an
extensive knowledge and solid marketing aware-
ness, capturing large market shares in Italy and
abroad. Following her graduation in philosophy and
visual arts, Maria gained experience in two renowned
art galleries, before also joining CRN in 2002.
When the pair stepped out of CRN to establish their
own studio, they quickly gathered a highly skilled
team of people that draw upon experiences from
many walks of life and experience in a wide cross-
section of market sectors. In their space in the yacht
building city of Ancona, Italy the studio employs so-
phisticated techniques of visualization and artfully

mixes traditional techniques with 3D and 2D com-
puter generated images. “Our computer programs
come from the movie world, including 3D modeling,
virtual animation and special effects on the design
side,” says Francesca. “And we also have an excep-
tional partnership with selected Italian craftsmen
and manufacturers who have been working with us
for a long time on the production side,” adds Maria. 
It is thanks to all these synergies that FM- Architet-
tura di Interni is able offer a ‘turnkey solution’ com-
plete project management service, one that goes
beyond the limits of traditional interior design. The
studio’s capabilities allow them to mastermind entire
projects from conception to completion and they di-
vide each project into key steps: Briefing, Concept
Sketches, Detailed Design, Furniture Design, Pro-
curement, Construction and Fit-out and Final dress-
ing. The specific nature of each project determines
how these are relevant, their contribution to the final
result and the way they have to be combined. 

Rather than overplay the ‘nautical’ aspect, FM’s use of knots as I leitmotif is geometric and delicate

The entire yacht
is a showcase for
the experience
and creativity of
Italian artisans
From hand

woven textiles
on ancient looms
to bespoke

bronze castings
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Clad in 3D sculpted silk
Georgette marble,
lights play on the
staircase to create the
feeling of crossing a
white sand beach

Superyachts
Amore Mio II (52m) Abeking & Rasmussen
Eileen (50m) Codecasa, 
Benetti FB 264 (63.50m) 
Polar Star (63m) by Lürssen, 
Paris (56m) Amels
CRN (50m) Super Conero
Grace Alone (34m) Customline

High residential
Reef Island, Bahrain 
Moscow Penthouse, Russia 
Beirut Apartment, Lebanon
Beirut Penthouse, Lebanon
Beverly Hills, California, USA 
Bosphorus Villa, Istanbul, Turkey
Beach House, Athens, Greece

Complex Residential
Shangri-La Hotel Jing’an Shanghai, China
Shangri-La Hotel at The Shard London, UK 
Shangri-La Hotel – Nanjing, China
Hotel OPMC, Nigeria
Ciftci Towers, Istanbul, Turkey
Penthouse Tower1, Istanbul, Turkey
Penthouse Tower2, Istanbul,Turkey

FM’S PORTFOLIO INCLUDES…



Curious as to how the process commences and what
is the client experience, we ask the ladies to take us
back to the beginning. “All Projects start as dreams in
the mind of an Owner,” Francesca explains. “This voy-
age of discovery begins during the first meeting with
the FM Studio. Each of our original designs is the result
of the unique creation process that starts from ex-
ploring the Client’s personality, listening to his ideas
and discovering his passion and lifestyle. Understand-
ing the persons’ individual traits and unique wishes is
the basis of the project concept.” Revealing her field
of study in university, Maria adds; “This thinking is
best described in our philosophy of ‘I am my home’.”
Which neatly encapsulates the studio’s approach.

BENETTI FB 264
Taken out by tender to visit the new Benetti FB
264 riding her anchor outside the Monaco Yacht
Show last year, we were afforded the rare oppor-

tunity of enjoying the yacht’s breathtakingly ele-
gant interior. Using light touches the design wraps
gently around the form of the yacht and the exte-
rior environment it is in, accentuating the guest’s
experience rather than imposing upon it. “Only
something extraordinary could emerge from the
synergy between a design studio that creates lux-
urious sartorial projects, a shipyard used to chal-
lenges and the most qualified Italian artisans,”
Francesca smiles as she recalls the project. “It’s 63
meters of sinuous softness, where light becomes
a leading feature.”
“It is a feeling of privileged freedom,” Maria adds,
“Maximum sea, maximum comfort and maximum
prestige. We aspire to create an union between in-
terior shapes and the strong presence of the sea,
that becomes a travel buddy, rather than be fussy
and intrusive.” Throughout the yacht bespoke hand-
made decor elements add an extra brilliance to the

interior design: draughts and backgammon game
boards lead one’s gaze towards the divans, made of
exclusive fabrics from antique Sardinian looms. The
leitmotif of the design is taken from the ancient
technique of knot tying, but where many would
overplay the ‘nautical’ aspect of this art, the studio
has instead created symbolic geometric patterns
used for time immemorial.
Throughout the interior different materials merge
together: shagreen, bronze, fossils, curved slats
that create soft games of light on the walls and
units, fabrics from Sardinia, woven by skilled hands
according to local tradition, clean lines, and playful
lighting created by mirrors and bulbs that reveal
and conceal. The cleanliness and yet depth of the
design is quite staggering. One feels that enjoying
the interior over time an ever-deepening appreci-
ation of exactly what FM-Architettura d’Interni
have achieved will emerge. We note details like how
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The studio’s interior and exterior work enhances the guest’s experience of the environment rather than imposing on it
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beauty and serenity at the same time.” To conjure
the sense of Oriental elegance for Shangri-La, the
FM designers created a fusion of refined materials
like marble and hand-made silk, blended with con-
temporary light wood to complete the urban
cityscape. The suites feature custom-made furni-
ture, set against the backdrop of high-grade silk
wallpapers and a refined palette of champagne, cit-
rine and bronze. 
Within all the prestigious Shangri- La at the Shard’s
suites, individuality is introduced through bespoken
details: an ink wash of geese motif derived from a fa-
mous tale of Chinese calligraphy; warm wood colors
featuring and precious materials such as horn,
bronze, bamboo and woven leather details. Each of
the signature suites also has its own unique layout,
although all combine the formal elegance of Shangri-
La’s Asian heritage. Merging ancient Asia with the in-
novation of The Shard’s contemporary architecture
is a challenge the team has achieved with aplomb.
Again their use of precious details and an expanse of
natural light ensure discerning travelers will enjoy
world-class service amidst tranquil surroundings,
coupled with inspirational architecture and design.

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL AT THE SHARD
Having been commission and given the responsibility
of designing the signature suites for the only hotel
occupying the tallest skyscraper in western Europe
is a testament to the studio’s talents and reputation.
Offering a 360-degree view of London we couldn’t
have wished for a more cossetted and luxurious ex-
perience while visiting England’s capital.
“The challenge of the interior design of the most
prestigious rooms in The Shangri-La at the Shard
would be a challenge for anyone,” Maria states,
“given the nature of the building with its sloping
structural pillars and sophisticated use of glazing
panels that reflect sunlight and the sky above. The
Shard for a designer is a living vertical city, changing
according to weather and seasons, but for us there
is no greater joy then to challenge our imagination
and work in an incredible multicultural team.”
“We wanted to create a home feeling for guests, a
cosy ‘nest’ inside a modern architectural monu-
ment,” Francesca adds. “During the entire project,
we tried to keep focused on the idea of the strobo-
scopic view of London. The Suites we designed have
to be high-end technological, and transmit the

the vertical liners and chest of drawers has been
produced using curved slats with built-in handles,
the soft curves mimicking the movement of the
sea and sand on the shore. The wall lamps are cast
in bronze and different for each cabin, they feature
hand-embroidered, linen lampshades. Silk carpet-
ing with chevron patterns engenders a soft exclu-
sive touch to the spaces it occupies. The whole
yacht is a true example of the experience and cre-
ativity of Italian artisans.
Ascending the spiral staircase, clad in 3D sculpted silk
Georgette marble, feels like crossing a white sand
beach, due to the game of lights fitted on the
handrails and stairs. The elevator, almost completely
transparent, features a mirror on the ceiling and is
positioned like a diamond in the architecture of the
stairway. On the left of the entrance to the main
salon is a beautifully sculptured bar, exuding power
in both shape and material. Designed by FM Architet-
tura d’Interni it features cast bronze interlaced
pieces that create a 3D pattern of great strength and
character. Just one of the many details that make up
one of the most graceful yacht interiors we’ve had
the pleasure of visiting.

Fusing the Shangdi-La’s ancient Asian influences with highly contemporary architecture was another challenge superb overcome


